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ABSTRACT Storytelling, and the delivery of societal narratives, enable human beings to communicate,
connect, and understand one another and the world around them. Narratives can be defined as spoken,
visual, or written accounts of interconnected events and actors, generally evolving through some notion
of time. Today, information is typically conveyed over online communication mediums, such as social
media and blogging websites. Consequently, the act of narrative delivery itself has shifted from simply
imparting information through self-contained structures such as books, to more fragmented structures,
such as social media websites, where evolving story events are constructed over multiple online sources.
Ubiquitous online conversation can manifest into sophisticated narratives that have the potential to influence
wide-spread user interpretations of cultural sentiments, attitudes, values, as well as geopolitical events and
facts. As a result, narratives are actively being used as strategic tools for shaping local events, promoting
collective opinions, and asserting ideologies and propaganda, making them sources of interest for identifying
themes, intentions, and goals across multiple communities and potential adversaries. Identifying fragmented
narratives, extracting thematic and temporal components that constitute evolving narratives, and locating
signs of active rhetoric framing tactics, are difficult to detect and analyze without large-scale automation.
This problem can be addressed through the use of natural language understanding technologies. Our goal is
to document and discuss methods to efficiently construct, extract, and detect evolving online narratives. The
novel contribution of this paper is the formal collation and documentation of such technologies and research
areas, as well as extensive discussion on open research challenges and goals in the definition, identification,
construction, generation, and representation of online narratives. To our knowledge, there is currently no
existing formal documentation that organizes and provides extended discussion on narrative understanding
research areas and open challenges.
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INDEX TERMS Narratives, storytelling, narrative extraction, story evolution, narrative generation, compu-
tational semantic analysis, natural language understanding, misinformation, propaganda, journalism.

I. INTRODUCTION24

The existence of narratives (accounts of series of intercon-25

nected events that fulfill a story) and the act of story-telling,26

have been critical elements in the creation of universal human27

experiences across three distinct periods of communication28

in history, in addition to predated written account [90]. Nar-29

ratives have shaped the ways in which humans have created30

languages to communicate and connect with one another31

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Fu Lee Wang .

(the era of oral tradition), record and make sense of their 32

surroundings (the age of literacy), to finally formalizing the 33

ability to spread and convey information at a large scale 34

through electronicmedia (the age of information) [40]. In par- 35

ticular, electronic media has revolutionized the methods that 36

allow users to build online communities and easily share 37

wide-spread information. 38

As a result, there is a large amount of data available 39

on the web today, from images and videos, to unstructured 40

and semi-structured text data, giving us the ability to share 41

narratives at a large scale, through multiple communication 42
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modes [1], [33], [137]. The high availability of data, and43

the process of online narrative analysis, can be beneficial44

for a variety of purposes, such as ensuring safe online envi-45

ronments for sharing consistent and factual information, and46

providing critical intelligence to a multitude of geopolitical47

defense agencies. A large portion of the narratives shared48

online today have malicious intentions and are rooted in49

propaganda-spreading campaigns. Digital media outlets and50

advancing computational methods have heightened the shar-51

ing of biased information, misinformation, and disinforma-52

tion rapidly and widely. Many of these campaigns aim to53

craft targeted narratives that can be spread to large audi-54

ences, with the goal of inducing high engagement such55

as opinionated and passionate conversation, and increased56

interactions such as post reactions and shares. News media57

outlets can further circulate deceptive messages by indis-58

criminately re-posting and reporting malicious campaign-led59

information [5]. Due to these critical, omnipresent implica-60

tions, identifying both existing and evolving narratives con-61

tinues to be of concern and a growing research problem.62

We are interested in computational methods that can auto-63

matically gather and chain information crucial to evolving64

narratives (construction), as well as detect and extract existing65

narratives.66

Developments in Natural Language Understanding (NLU)67

continue to refine the methods that allow computational sys-68

tems to capture and understand human experiences, such as69

the narratives we share. Much of this technology contributes70

to the growth of integrated systems that aim to understand,71

extract, and generate a variety of self-contained or frag-72

mented narrative structures. Self-contained narratives, such73

as books or films, do not rely on external sources to convey74

the set of events that form a complete story, whereas frag-75

mented narrative structures such as the collection of chained76

social media posts, blogs, or articles, are considered stories77

that are constructed using events spread across disparate78

sources [112].79

Though there are ongoing challenges and open research80

questions associated with the construction, understanding,81

and generation of both self-contained and fragmented nar-82

ratives, there is a considerably larger focus on developing83

methods to address fragmented narrative-based problems.84

This imbalance can be attributed to the nature of the ways85

in which human beings consume narratives in the current86

Information Age. While stagnant, self-contained narratives87

are still popularly used for both entertainment and educa-88

tional purposes, users often lean towards sources such as89

social media sites like Twitter1 and Reddit2 to learn about90

information associated with current events that are pervasive91

in their surrounding societies. Fragmented narratives natu-92

rally emerge through these large information sources, and the93

events of the narrative (especially when considering critical,94

1https://www.twitter.com
2https://www.reddit.com/

popular news topics) are typically reported and instantiated 95

by millions of users [19], [108], [149]. 96

The sequence of events that construct fragmented narra- 97

tives can become very detached, due to the difficulties in 98

accurately and efficiently locating evolving themes, concepts, 99

and gaps in ongoing narrative chains [45], [111], [113], [159]. 100

An example of the construction of a fragmented narrative 101

about the January 2022 Texas Synagogue Hostage from mul- 102

tiple online sources is shown in Figure 1. 103

In this scenario, breaking events and details about the 104

hostage are extracted from multiple disparate online sources, 105

and constructed chronologically based on their context. The 106

ordering of major events results in a logical, end-to-end nar- 107

rative about the hostage. The methods required to first gather 108

pieces of information and later construct them in logical 109

storylines, span a multitude of research areas in Information 110

Retrieval (IR) and Natural Language Understanding (NLU). 111

The first step is data acquisition, more specifically, locating 112

and extracting meaningful and relevant news events, with the 113

extended of challenges of closing potential gaps in a story 114

chain of events. Temporal IR methods such as measuring 115

relevance of former content, article summarization, dynamic 116

topic modeling, and information filtering, are examples of 117

methods used in the news event extraction phase. The chrono- 118

logical ordering of events into plot sequences is also known as 119

narrative construction. Examples of methods used to address 120

narrative construction research problems include shift detec- 121

tion, and causal relation extraction and arrangement. 122

Narrative construction differs from automated journalism, 123

which is a form of computer-generated news generation, 124

where news stories are automatically produced by machines 125

rather than human journalists [9]. The goal of narrative con- 126

struction is to enhance traditional information retrieval meth- 127

ods through typical search engines. Though search engines 128

can retrieve aggregated event information, they lack the abil- 129

ity to sequence relevant events together to form narratives 130

about different topics. Unlike automated journalism, narra- 131

tive construction does not generate original content through 132

automated methods, but rather chains insights from existing 133

articles written by human reporters. The goal is to provide 134

ordered sequences of events to end users, enhancing the tradi- 135

tional aggregated output that typical search engines provide. 136

The novel contribution of our work is the collation, organi- 137

zation, and documentation of multiple research areas, shown 138

in Figure 2. We define structural components of universal 139

narratives, as well as expand on specific researchmethods and 140

projects to extract, construct, generate, and represent narra- 141

tives. It should be noted that there are existing focused work- 142

shops that have created communities for sharing research in 143

the areas of narrative generation, understanding, and con- 144

struction [14], [15], [39], [66], [67]. However, there is a lack 145

of a single resource that organizes and describes fundamental 146

concepts related to defining common structural components 147

of narratives, as well as, foundational previous work, current 148

research areas, and future directions. Our research is inspired 149

and guided by the following research questions: 150
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‘RQ1:How do we differentiate between online and151

traditional narratives?’152

Before elaborating on the specific projects that fall under153

each research area (Section IV), we first describe and154

define different types of narratives, more specifically, distin-155

guishing between self-contained and fragmented narratives156

(Section III-A). Today, narratives can be classified into sev-157

eral categories, but are typically generalized in three over-158

all formats: visual stories (movies, videos), audible stories159

(audiobooks, podcasts, news), and written stories (books,160

articles, blogs, social media posts).161

‘RQ2: What primary components do narrative162

structures contain?’163

Though themethods each of the three narrative formats use164

to actually communicate stories differ tremendously from one165

another, the comprehensive concept of the underlying narra-166

tive itself is consistent across all three. For each of these forms167

of narratives, the story is developed through the execution of168

the relationships and information about and between people,169

surrounding places and objects, and the events that encom-170

pass them over time. Section III-B outlinesmajor components171

of a narrative (entities, semantic relationships, and plots).172

‘RQ3: What are existing computational methods173

that have the ability to represent and validate nar-174

rative structures?’175

Once the narrative types and components are introduced,176

computational methods to represent and validate narrative177

structures can be thoroughly explored. Section IV thoroughly178

outlines existing work and open challenges in the research179

areas shown in Figure 2.180

More information on the motivation for each of the181

research questions, establishment of primary research areas,182

as well as the methods we used to collect and organize the183

research areas and relevant projects is described in Section II.184

A summary of key research projects for each of the research185

areas pictured in Figure 2 is documented in Table 3.186

More specifically, this paper has the following novel con-187

tributions:188

• Definition of the structural components of narrative189

structures, thoroughly describing each narrative compo-190

nent and the existing relationships between them.191

• Collation of existing IR and NLU-based approaches into192

an extensive and clear research area hierarchy.193

• Documentation of key research projects in narrative194

extraction, generation, story evolution, evaluation, and195

existing resources and tools.196

• Identification of the focus, contributions, and existing197

challenges present in each current area.198

• Discussion of growing research trends and areas for199

future research.200

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin201

with Section II, by describing the research questions that202

motivated our research and providing context around each of203

the research areas (Figure 2) that address the research ques-204

tions. We also include the methods that we used to shortlist205

the primary research areas and specific research projects that 206

fall under each area. Once the narrative types and compo- 207

nents are introduced, Section IV thoroughly outlines existing 208

work and open challenges in the research areas shown in 209

Figure 2. We conclude in Section V and give examples of 210

future research directions surrounding narrative construction 211

and understanding tasks. 212

II. RESEARCH AREA MOTIVATIONS AND SURVEY 213

COMPILATION METHODS 214

Given the critical role narratives play in human interaction 215

and assimilation, we were curious about the patterns in which 216

narratives are developed online, as well as motivated by the 217

potential for computational systems to process and under- 218

stand evolving narratives. The proliferation of digital tech- 219

nologies has increased the number of mediums for human 220

beings to share information widely and efficiently. This shift 221

in communication presents increased opportunities to observe 222

human level interaction at a magnified scale, but also brings a 223

number of challenges for managing and extracting meaning- 224

ful insights from the abundance of available online data. This 225

motivates us to explore computational methods to improve 226

the detection, construction, and generation of narratives via 227

automated methods. 228

A. RESEARCH GOALS 229

We use the research questions described in Section I to guide 230

the literature review. 231

Our first goal is to provide documentation of narratives 232

through a high level viewpoint by differentiating between 233

types of narratives, and more specifically, distinguishing 234

between traditional, self-contained narratives, andmore novel 235

emerging formats such as fragmented narratives. Along with 236

documenting the diversity of narratives present today, we also 237

aim to understand components that are universal to the major- 238

ity of narratives in order to make the research problem more 239

attainable for computational representation and analysis. This 240

universal view of narrative types and their components guided 241

our initial literature survey on the origin of narratives, existing 242

narrative types, and linguistic components that have the abil- 243

ity to be processed using methods in computational semantic 244

analysis. 245

We further explored methods rooted in Natural Language 246

Understanding (NLU) to address various challenges in nar- 247

rative construction and understanding. For example, we were 248

curious about potential methods used to automatically differ- 249

entiate between narrative types and extract the narrative com- 250

ponents we resolved from RQ2. As discussed previously in 251

Section I, we are mainly motivated by narratives that develop 252

over fragmented online sources. As such, we conducted an 253

additional extensive literature survey on methods that involve 254

creating story-chains frommultiple sources, and constructing 255

events in chronological timelines. 256

Though narrative extraction and construction are the 257

two most obvious areas to address the fragmented narra- 258

tive research problem, we additionally conducted a survey 259
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FIGURE 1. Construction of fragmented narrative about the 2022 texas synagogue hostage.

FIGURE 2. Roadmap of research opportunities in narrative construction and understanding.

on narrative generation methods. One of our goals is to260

explore whether generative methods can reveal inherent261

rhetorical tactics such as framing within input sequences.262

More specifically, we were curious to understand whether the 263

ordering of processed words, can influence the interpretation 264

of future outcomes in an ongoing narrative. 265
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Lastly, the novelty of this paper is providing a communal266

base of understanding and documentation for both narrative267

types, as well as, the existing computational methods used268

to understand narratives. In accordance to this goal, it is269

important to also document available open resources to con-270

tinuously and communally extend. Some of these resources271

can include potential ontologies, data models, evaluation272

baselines, and training data. Our methods for collecting the273

sources included as part of this survey are provided in the274

next section.275

B. LITERATURE SURVEY METHODS276

There is no current resource to our knowledge that has com-277

piled narrative analysis research areas and specific papers278

into a single document. Therefore, we provide this section279

to validate the comprehensiveness of our survey research,280

describe the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and elucidate281

the query methodology used to select the concepts, topics,282

and research work for this survey.283

In order to devise the research area hierarchy presented284

in Figure 2, we first located a series of existing workshops285

and journals with a focus in narrative understanding and286

storytelling [14], [15], [39], [66], [67]. These workshops were287

developed by researchers who have made significant contri-288

butions to the narrative understanding field. We utilized their289

subject matter expertise to organize relevant, high level topics290

of interest to create a shortlist of the most critical research291

areas to thoroughly document in this paper. Examples of top-292

ics include ‘‘narrative extraction’’ and‘‘storyline evolution’’.293

The final list of topics are displayed as the white boxes in294

Figure 2. For each workshop, we observed the changes in295

topics for each existing year, and also included additional top-296

ics as technologies and priorities changed. We also excluded297

topics that did not persist past a single workshop and journal298

year, or across multiple workshops and journals. We used299

these topics as search terms to query relevant workshops and300

papers.301

Once we surveyed persistent and relevant topics in the302

field, we formulated a hierarchy of research areas (Figure 2)303

and used them to guide our search queries for sub-topics.304

We shortlisted papers on the basis of a combination of pio-305

neering and novel ideas, large number of citations, and proven306

reproducibility of methods. Our goal is for other researchers307

in the narrative understanding community to refer to the hier-308

archy of research areas to help guide future research questions309

and directions.310

In the next section, we address research questions, RQ1 and311

RQ2, by documenting types of narratives and components of312

universal narratives.313

III. DEFINING NARRATIVE STRUCTURES314

A. TYPES OF NARRATIVES315

This section addresses RQ1 (defined in Section I). Nar-316

ratives can undertake many formats and are expressed317

through various types of media. The most colloquial and318

traditional format of a narrative is a literary narrative, where 319

the story is conveyed in the format of a novel (physi- 320

cal or electronic-book), which contains written word [43]. 321

However, literary novels are not limited to written word, 322

and can also contain illustrations, or even at times, strictly 323

illustrations (no written word), better known as a form of 324

visual narrative [43], [114]. Other media formats that convey 325

visual narratives include movies and videos [51]. There have 326

been several research projects done on understanding visual 327

narratives [6], [59], [79]. 328

This paper, however, focuses on the survey of the compu- 329

tational understanding and extraction of written narratives. 330

Other examples of written narratives, though not as commu- 331

nally understood as such in comparison to literary narratives, 332

include physical or electronic newspapers [9], social media 333

posts [112], or collections of online blogs [11]. As stated 334

previously in Section I, there is a larger focus on compu- 335

tational understanding and extraction of fragmented narra- 336

tives, which are typically stories divided across collections 337

of newspapers, blogs, and social media posts, and are not 338

statically defined within self-contained stories. A fragmented 339

narrative is a construction of stories where the narration itself 340

is inherently dynamic, constantly shifting the story events as 341

well as the intended outcome [159]. 342

When considering online blogs and social media websites, 343

narratives can also be used to convey ideologies and opin- 344

ions [78]. Consequently, users of these media outlets can 345

obtain influenced views (intentionally or unintentionally) of 346

their societies, through fragmented accounts of cultural sen- 347

timents, attitudes, and values [25]. In addition, users can also 348

gain insight into views of additional society models through 349

the narratives they may expose themselves to [25]. Narratives 350

can therefore be used as strategic tools, to shape local events 351

and promote collective opinions [25], [50]. Narratives can 352

also be further divided into domain-narratives, stories that 353

form within specific fields of study, such as finance [56], 354

the gaming industry [21], and clinical sciences [124]. More 355

discussion on domain-narratives is available in Section IV-A. 356

Similar to the concept of domain-specific narratives, there 357

are also thematic classifications on types of narratives, also 358

known as story tropes [125]. 359

Often, narratives can be part of multiple domains simul- 360

taneously, making it a difficult task to identify components 361

of the narrative accurately and efficiently. Identifying the 362

narrative, as well as extracting thematic and temporal seg- 363

ments of the narrative are challenging research problems. 364

This paper aims to identify open research areas in identifying, 365

constructing, and extracting narratives found across multiple 366

sources. In summary, segments of a narrative can be conveyed 367

across several sources and periods of time, making it a dif- 368

ficult task to identify the emergence of a narrative, identify 369

gaps in a storyline, or piece together accurate events of a 370

narrative. 371

Before reviewing the current research areas as shown in 372

Figure 2, it is important to understand the fundamental com- 373

ponents that generally form most narrative structures. These 374
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components are defined and described in the next Section375

(Section III-B).376

B. COMPONENTS OF A NARRATIVE377

Despite the diversity of narrative types that exist today, they378

can be generalized based on a common set of structural379

components described in this section. Through an extensive380

survey of various types of existing narratives and respective381

structures, we were able to resolve three common elements,382

of entities, semantic relationships, and plots, addressing RQ2383

as defined in Section I.384

1) ENTITIES385

Entities are real-world subjects or objects such as person,386

time, or location, and are often denoted with a name (Named387

Entities) [103]. Named Entities can be further abstracted into388

entity instances [103]. For example, Washington DC is an389

instance of the entity city. Identifying entities in narratives is390

a crucial first step to deriving semantic meaning from a given391

story or a combination of stories, since story points (thematic392

and temporal plots) develop around entities such as persons,393

events, and times [109].394

Named Entity recognition (NER) models are commonly395

used to automatically identify entities in both structured and396

unstructured text documents [77]. Text-based narratives are397

largely considered examples of unstructured textual resources398

since they lack predefined formats and are often either col-399

lections of native text or a conglomeration of information400

derived from a variety of formats and resources. NERmodels401

use both linguistic grammar-matching techniques as well as402

statistical-based based models, to classify named entities in403

unstructured text. In addition, they typically require super-404

vised or semi-supervised techniques for learning [38], [85],405

[156]. The training set for an NER model typically consists406

of mappings of words and their part-of-speech (POS) tags,407

syntactic chunk tags, and named entity tags, with the objec-408

tive of teaching themodel to learnmappings for unseenwords409

given a free-text input sample [55], [121], [126], [145].410

NER models trained on general entity recognition411

datasets are rarely domain-transferable, creating the need for412

domain-specific training data creation and learning [64]. Nar-413

ratives exist across a variety of subjects, and as a result, have414

the potential to incorporate unique, domain-specific entity415

labels. Domain-specific narratives have started to become416

explored, and are explained in Section III-A.417

Despite the potential of the occurrence narrative-specific418

entities, there are three common entities that provide a general419

structure to a majority of narrative extraction, construction,420

and understanding tasks: actors, events, and times. These421

entities can be further broken down into labels specific to422

a particular narrative [147]. Generally, narratives include a423

set of persons involved in the execution of a story (actors).424

In addition, actors participate in connected occurrences of425

contextually relevant incidents (events) that provide flow426

to a story over chronological periods (times). Actors and427

times are defined similarly across different narratives. There428

is little flexibility in defining entities that represent people, 429

or moments in time since they are more easily perceived and 430

understood unanimously (less room for abstract meanings 431

of components that constitute a person or a time). On the 432

other hand, events are more difficult to formalize because 433

researchers define events differently, depending on the narra- 434

tive context. Current datasets that reflect differences in events 435

are described in Section IV-E, and work done in the area of 436

event detection is available in Section IV-A. 437

2) SEMANTIC RELATIONSHIPS 438

Entity recognition alone cannot reflect chronological succes- 439

sion of events, relations between events and actors, or trans- 440

formations actors portray over time. For example, referring 441

to the following sentence, 442

Washington, D.C. is the capital of the United States 443

of America. 444

The meanings of the terms ‘‘Washington’’, ‘‘Capital’’, and 445

‘‘America’’ are limited to their individual (and potentially 446

multiple) definitions.Without defining relationships between 447

the entities, we cannot obtain the overall meaning of the entire 448

sentence, but only the individual definitions of each word. 449

This is especially important for tasks that aim to derive under- 450

standing across narratives, because temporal themes and plot 451

points of stories develop based on a compound of persons, 452

events, and times (entities) in addition to, the relationships, 453

interactions, or associations that exist between them. 454

Extracting relationships between entities to obtain mean- 455

ing from text is known as semantic analysis, where each link 456

between entities is known as a semantic relationship [127]. 457

There are several existing relationship extraction approaches 458

that are able to automatically identify semantic relationships 459

that exist between entities in a given input text [7], [82]. 460

There are a number of different semantic relationships 461

that have been identified by linguists, psychologists, and 462

computer scientists studying natural language [53], [70], 463

[136], [141]. In addition, there exist a number of structures 464

such as hierarchical clustering diagrams and taxonomies, 465

which organize and represent the types of relationships and 466

sub-relationships that can exist between entities [17], [141]. 467

Chaffin et al. provide an analysis of the similarities and 468

differences in semantic relationships. The authors create a 469

tree-like structure to decompose thirty one types of semantic 470

relationships [17]. The number and type of semantic rela- 471

tionships to extract varies by the domain and annotation 472

tasking goals for different corpora. For example, in a domain 473

like biomedical-engineering, in-domain semantic relation- 474

ships such as protein-organism-location, were identified to 475

extract the most relevant relationships given domain-specific 476

tasking [89]. Similarly, domain-specific relationship extrac- 477

tion has been performed on domains such as cybersecurity 478

[116], [117]. 479

Though there are variations, semantic relationships can 480

generally be grouped under the following relationships listed 481

in Table 1. The final relationships were identified through an 482
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TABLE 1. Semantic relationship examples.

extensive review in both linguistics-based literature, includ-483

ing computational linguistics [17], [72], [141]. As discussed484

previously, the number and diversity of semantic relation-485

ship types presents the challenge of representing and cap-486

turing various relationships across multiple domains. One487

method, is capturing these relationships using taxonomies,488

which model part-whole relations between entities [150].489

However it is clear that taxonomies only represent class490

inclusion-based relationships, even though knowledge about491

a particular domain is understood as a combination of various492

semantic relationships. Class inclusion-based relationships493

can actually branch into other relationships such as causal494

and comparative, creating a complex network of relationships495

that represent knowledge about a particular domain or sets of496

domains. This complex network of knowledge is known as497

an ontology, and is used to represent the connection between498

different semantic relationships [49]. There have been several499

ontologies defined for narrative-based problems and are later500

described in Section IV-E.501

3) PLOTS502

Using semantic relationships between entities to model the503

sequence of interconnected actors and developed events, over504

several periods of time, can lead to the discovery of plots [32].505

In particular, plots represent the contextual development of506

events and actors over time within either a single narrative507

or a hierarchy of sub-narratives [16], [41]. Events and actors508

are connected to each other through the identification and509

reasoning of the various semantic relationships described in510

the previous section.511

Plots themselves can be more explicitly defined using the512

following five elements defined in Table 2 [32], [47]. Con-513

sidering the elements, it is evident that plots include the most514

significant events in a given story, which include changes in515

actors and their actions, over time. Similar to the represen-516

tation of semantic relationships mentioned in the previous517

TABLE 2. Defining elements of a plot.

section, narrative plot elements can also be represented using 518

ontologies. More information on ontologies for narrative plot 519

elements is described in Section IV-E. 520

The rest of this paper documents research areas that focus 521

on the understanding, extraction, and generation of narra- 522

tive elements, as well as respective evaluations and open 523

resources. For reference to the specific areas covered, refer 524

to Figure 2. 525

IV. RESEARCH AREAS 526

This section provides an overview of RQ3, which guided 527

our survey on existing computational methods for narrative 528

understanding. The research areas we surveyed are available 529

in Figure 2, and a summary of the various research projects 530

that fall under research area and their respective open research 531

challenges and limitations is available in Table 3. 532

There is a large range of research that focuses on locat- 533

ing and extracting existing and evolving narratives in both 534

self contained and fragmented formats, and is described in 535

Section IV-A. Narratives that evolve over multiple sources 536

add increased complexity in identifying and extracting story 537

plots. Time is an important factor when studying the progress 538

of narratives in both self-contained and fragmented for- 539

mats. We describe work done in the tracking and extract- 540

ing the evolution of a narratives in Section IV-B. A large 541

research area also involves generating narratives automati- 542

cally. We describe work using both traditional and state-of- 543

the-art methods used for automatic narrative generation in 544

Section IV-C. Extracting evolving narratives and generating 545

narratives also require extensive evaluation methods to vali- 546

date the primary structural components. We describe existing 547

methods and tools used for evaluating extracted and generated 548

narratives in Section IV-D. Lastly, we describe open tools and 549

datasets developed for both evaluation, as well as detection, 550

extraction, and generation of narratives in Section IV-E. 551

A. NARRATIVE EXTRACTION 552

Locating and extracting existing narratives in self-contained 553

or fragmented sources is a crucial research component in 554

narrative understanding research. Narrative extraction as a 555

research area can be further divided into three main areas of 556

event detection, narrative representation, and sentiment and 557

opinion detection. 558

As described in Section III-B, events are types of entities 559

that describe main incidents that take place between actors, 560

as a result of the actions of actors, as well as circumstances 561
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that arise in relation to the overall setting, and are typically562

the building components of plot structure components shown563

in Table 2. Similar to the general form of detecting entities564

(Named Entity Recognition), there are several examples of565

work done in the area of specifically detecting events in large566

datasets of unstructured text, with the goal of identifying567

interconnected incidents that ultimately make up a narrative568

plot.569

Events can further be categorized into several sub-570

types [138], [151]. Xiang et al. provide a survey of task def-571

initions, data sources and performance evaluations for event572

extraction from text and create a taxonomy of approaches for573

different event subtasks [151]. A popular approach to iden-574

tifying hierarchical events is using frame semantic parsers575

to detect events in unstructured text [27]. Semantic frame576

parsing is a language understanding task that defines a frame577

as a sentence-level event or scenario, and defines frame ele-578

ments, as the corresponding elements and roles that can be579

associated to frames. Spiliopoulou et al. [138] use frame580

semantic parsers to detect event nuggets (semantically mean-581

ingful units of text that denote some action), as well as clas-582

sification of types and subtypes of different types of events583

by creating mappings from an event task called ACE3 to584

FrameNet taxonomy.4585

There are several schemas similar to ACE, that repre-586

sent hierarchal events. Many of these schemas are described587

in greater detail in Section IV-E. Similar to the previous588

paper described, Rehm et al. [122] also identify a class of589

events called Movement Action Events (MAEs), training on590

ACE Multilingual 2005 data. More information on the ACE591

dataset, and its uses for event extraction tasks, is described592

in Section IV-E. MAEs are defined as are entities in a sen-593

tence that refer to events involving participants and loca-594

tions. The authors identify MAEs in a domain-specific task595

of generating travelogues (sequences of travel events that596

create a trip). The main approach was processing multiple597

interconnected instances in order to generate one instance598

of a travelogue, which can be applicable to other narrative599

extraction problems with the goal of generating storylines600

or plots. Event detection is also popularly done using deep601

learning approaches [20].602

Though events are crucial components that build a plot or603

storyline, general entity recognition and extraction is also an604

important task in understanding surrounding elements that605

are related to major plot events. As described in Section III-B,606

there are a variety of entity types that can be identified and it is607

a wide research problem in selecting relevant entity types for608

varying narrative structures. Oza et al. [109] model and study609

different types of semantic links (relevant co-occurrence610

graph, unweighted link patters, and relevance-weighted bib-611

liographic coupling) present between entities and iden-612

tify most useful relationships for a given entity retrieval613

task.614

3https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/collaborations/past-projects/ace
4https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/

Similar to tasks that detect relevant structural compo- 615

nents (semantic links and entity types) within particular 616

narratives, another large research area involves represent- 617

ing primary components of a narrative through a variety of 618

schemas or narrative representation languages. For example, 619

Hussain et al. develop a tree-like structure to visualize narra- 620

tives and prominent keywords they contain [60]. In this work, 621

the authors focus efforts on visualizing extracted narratives 622

from a corpus of large, unstructured text. Similar to narrative 623

element visualization, representing narrative components is 624

also an open research area. Yan et al. create functional story 625

schemas that capture latent, structural features in Reddit con- 626

versation threads [154]. The authors create structured rep- 627

resentations that surround specific narrative elements, both 628

event and character-centric. Similarly, Labutut et al. survey 629

methods for modeling relationships between narrative actors, 630

focusing on techniques that extract character networks [75]. 631

Relevant narrative elements can differ depending on the 632

domain. There is several research that focuses on extract- 633

ing domain-specific narratives [46]. Additional examples of 634

domain-specific narratives are described in Section III-A. 635

An important aspect of identifying a narrative, especially 636

for fragmented narratives that develop over multiple sources, 637

is the method of tracking the evolution of a narrative, or iden- 638

tifying a storyline that binds narrative pieces together. Story 639

Evolution can be its own research area, and is further docu- 640

mented in the next section (Section IV-B). 641

B. STORY EVOLUTION 642

Identifying the evolutionary trends that temporally connect 643

narrative components is known as story evolution detection. 644

Story evolution detection can be further divded into four 645

main research areas as shown in Figure 2. Shift Detection, 646

listed as the first of these sub-areas, is a fundamental pro- 647

cedure that identifies transitions between plot elements. For 648

more information on plot elements, refer to Table 2. Shift 649

Detection is particularly important for identifying sequences 650

in fragmented narrative structures and is a common strategy 651

for detecting story components across a variety of sources. 652

Hussain et al. [61] study shifts in narratives across social 653

media blogs. In particular, the authors crawled news articles 654

from blog sites related to migrant issues in Europe and ana- 655

lyzed trends in topics across a one year period. They further 656

use the topic shift analysis to study sentiments of particular 657

narratives for a given topic. Similarly, Marcoux et al. [95] 658

study the chronological themes of the spread of misinfor- 659

mation about COVID-19. The authors collect a corpus of 660

misinformation stories and use Latent Dirichlet Allocation 661

(LDA) to reveal latent narratives around a variety of top- 662

ics. The extracted topics led the authors to associate online 663

conversation with conspiracy theories. A similar method for 664

identifying shifts in a narrative, is extracting causal rela- 665

tionships that exist between narrative events. Causal relation 666

extraction and arrangement tasks are popularly used for story 667

completion. Yusuke et al. [100] propose a story comprehen- 668

sion task called ‘‘Missing Position Prediction’’ (MPP), where 669
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the objective is to predict the position of a missing narrative670

component given an incomplete story as input. The authors671

use the ROCStories dataset [101], which is an example of672

one of many such datasets that contain non-fictional daily-673

life occurrences and stories. Datasets such as ROCStories674

and NewsWire5 are commonly used as sources for Natural675

Language Understanding tasks, such as recognizing causal676

relationships between events. Zhichao et al. [57] claim that677

the source NewsWire can be augmented with additional data678

sources such as scripts and social media blogs, to learn fine-679

grained casual relations that may not be found in traditional680

causal knowledge bases learned from NewsWire.681

The method of sequencing casual events and related shifts682

is known as storyline construction and evolution. A similar683

line of work is Timeline Generation, the process of extract-684

ing events and placing them on a chronological timeline,685

based on a user queries from a collection of documents [22],686

[87], [153]. There are several works done on transforming687

event structures into storylines and timelines. For example,688

Croft et al. [26] propose an event decomposition method that689

expresses each participant in a causal event as individual tem-690

porally subevents, which allows the authors to represent sto-691

rylines as an evolving set of subevent interactions over time.692

The authors also apply the event decomposition approach to693

event annotation for storyline analysis.694

Storylines can also formally be organized as story chains,695

which are essentially sequential events that together form696

a story or narrative. Zhu et al. [159] define a story chain697

as ‘‘a construction of news articles that reveal hidden rela-698

tionships among different events’’. The authors create an699

algorithm that uses random walks on a bipartite graph and700

keyword-based search to form a coherent and accurate story701

chain based on a user’s query. Prior to this particular work,702

several research projects have ordered news articles based703

on hierarchical structures [42], [99], [104], [130]. Struc-704

turally organizing sequential events, whether in a graphical705

or timeline form, is a useful tool for efficiently conveying706

chronological summaries of large and fragmented narratives.707

Evolutionary Timeline Summarization (ETS) is the process708

of producing evolutionary summaries of narratives related to709

general news queries. Typically, an evolution trajectory is710

returned in a timeline structure, with correlated summaries711

at important dates [153]. Pasquali et al. [115] develop an712

online tool based on a keyphrase extraction algorithm, that713

allows users to generate narrative summarizations for user714

search queries. Another timeline summarization tool devel-715

oped by Mccreadie et al. [98] automatically extracts events716

from social media websites over time, and issues timeline717

updates to users.718

C. NARRATIVE GENERATION719

The correlative component of narrative construction, is the720

process of automatically building coherent and fluent721

story passages, generally falling under the subfield of722

5https://www.newswire.com/

text generation. Traditional text generation applications 723

include neural machine translation [8], question-answering 724

[155], and summarization [105]. Generation of text is useful 725

for tasks that involve event or storyline prediction. There 726

are generally three broad methods for generating narra- 727

tives (structural, goal-oriented, transformer model-based), 728

as shown in Figure 2. 729

One example of a structural-based method is a hierarchi- 730

cal approach to neural story generation. Fan et al. [36], use 731

semi-supervised methods to generate coherent text, based 732

on a predicted story premise. Given a large dataset of 733

human written stories and their paired writing prompts, 734

a sequence-to-sequence model is trained to generate an ini- 735

tial premise, then structurally transforms the premise into 736

a coherent passage of text. Similarly, Martin et al. [96] use 737

sequential learning, where textual story data is prepro- 738

cessed into event sequences, and later decomposed into two 739

sub-problems of event generation from event representations 740

(event2event), and sentence generation from event represen- 741

tations (event2sentence). 742

A progression from sequence-to-sequence models is the 743

use of large language models like GPT [119], Grover [157], 744

and CTRL [71], to generate fluent and linguistically accurate 745

text. For example, GPT-2 has been used to generate texts in a 746

variety of domains like law [80], cybersecurity [120], and lit- 747

erature [34]. GPT-2 has even been used to continue dialogue 748

given contextual online social media conversations, such as 749

those found on Reddit [158]. Though neural language models 750

have shown great promise in generating text with grammati- 751

cal and linguistic consistency, there are known issues in using 752

these models to generate text with logical coherency, opening 753

a broad area of research that involves logical improvement of 754

generated text [69], [74]. Examples of goal-oriented methods 755

for generating stories involve tasks that aim to improve the 756

generated text in stylistic, event-driven, or context-driven 757

scopes. Li et al. [86] propose a framework that first maps text 758

to VerbNet frames and predicates. The task is for the GPT-2 759

model to generate components of a story based on sets ofmost 760

probable sentence candidates, providing the ability for GPT-2 761

to increase the logical coherency of generated text. Similarly, 762

Mao et al. [94], improve automatic story generation by using 763

a two-stage GPT-2 fine-tuning process, to augmenting tradi- 764

tional neural language models, with the ability to generate 765

text using common sense grounding methods. 766

D. EVALUATING EXTRACTED AND GENERATED 767

NARRATIVES 768

Once narratives are either extracted or generated, it is an 769

important consideration to evaluate both the narrative struc- 770

ture, as well as, factors like bias, factual correctness, and the 771

persuasion factors that may influence a sequence of events. 772

1) BASELINES FOR NARRATIVE UNDERSTANDING TASKS 773

There is a general lack of baseline datasets available 774

for evaluating both constructed and generated narratives. 775
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However, there are a few benchmarks that are widely used776

in the narrative understanding community.777

One example of a standard and commonly used benchmark778

for evaluating generic story understanding is the Story Cloze779

task [102], where the goal is to learn commonsense narrative780

sequences. This benchmark is one of the few defined bench-781

marks that exist for evaluating a series of narrative tasks,782

such as story completion [133], causal relation extraction and783

arrangement [131], and story generation [94]. Story Cloze784

is inspired by a predecessor benchmark called Narrative785

Cloze [18], which optimizes single event prediction, given a786

sequence of events. It was the first known published narrative787

benchmark, and grew from two traditional lines of research788

in summarization (topic networks) and anaphora resolution789

(case frame networks). Narrative Cloze, stems from theCloze790

Taskwhich evaluates a system (or human being), by randomly791

removing a word from an input sentence, and testing the abil-792

ity of the system to fill in the blank [142]. Similarly, Narrative793

Cloze is a sequence of narrative events, where one event is794

randomly removed. The task tests the ability of the system795

to predict the missing verb and typed dependency. The task796

operates on the Newswire dataset and aims to learn narrative797

relations between co-referring events, partially orders tem-798

porally connected events, and prunes self-contained narrative799

chains from a space of existing events. Story Cloze extends800

Narrative Cloze to evaluate tasks that learn concluding sen-801

tences to an input story, rather than limiting identification to802

single events.803

Linking Models of Lexical, Sentential and Discourse-level804

Semantics (LSDSem)’ 17 used the benchmark as a shared805

task (Story Cloze Test), where the goal was to predict the806

correct ending of a story given a four-sentence story and two807

possible endings [102]. The competing models and results for808

the task are provided in Figure 3. It is evident that diverse809

combinations of models, pre-trained resources, and tools can810

be used to optimize story completion tasks. Though these811

results are from the 2017 shared task, Story Cloze is has812

consistently been adapted using a variety of methods such as813

graph models [106] and more modern large language models814

such as BERT [152].815

The tasks above mainly address story completion816

tasks, given potential endings in self-contained narratives.817

Zhu et al. [159] describe an example of a system that tackles818

the research problem of story completion for fragmented819

narratives across a variety of news articles. An example of820

the story chain output is provided in Figure 4.821

First, a set of chronologically ordered articles is created822

based on keyword searches. Though the articles come from823

various fragmented sources, this study is limited to filling in824

story components given start and end articles. The authors825

define the fragmented story chain problem as a divide and826

conquer search problem.Given an initial story chainwith start827

and end articles, the algorithm iteratively performs two tasks:828

(1) search and retrieval of relevant articles and (2) pruning829

irrelevant and redundant articles, until there are no remain-830

ing articles in the chronologically ordered set. To rank the831

relevancy of articles, the authors use randomwalks on a bipar- 832

tite graph and add nodes with the highest scores to the story 833

link. The final story chain contains multiple links, allowing 834

users to visualize fragmented perspectives for a given topic. 835

An example of one story chain given a query and start and 836

end articles is shown in Figure 4. 837

It is important to note that the start and end arti- 838

cles inherently guide the construction of the rest of the 839

story chain, adding bias to the constructed stories. Apart 840

from this specific system, combating bias is generally an 841

ongoing limitation for constructing and generating story 842

chains. The rest of this section describes examples of eval- 843

uations used to measure bias in computational narrative 844

tasks. 845

As shown under the evaluation section in Figure 2, there 846

are several existing methods that are used to measure bias, 847

correctness of information, and potential persuasion tech- 848

niques that may influence the construction and generation 849

of narratives. The notion of bias has become an important 850

evaluation factor for both the ethical and fair generation and 851

construction of narratives. In terms of generation, several 852

research works have addressed questions surrounding associ- 853

ated contextual biases generative models have when forming 854

narratives. For example, Lucy et al. [91] found that stories 855

generated by the latest GPT-3 model, may exhibit gender 856

stereotypes. The authors remove character names from the 857

generated GPT-3 text and train a topic model to derive the 858

top 50 topics in any given text and calculate the probability 859

of a topic occurring with feminine or masculine charac- 860

ters. They found that feminine characters are more likely to 861

be discussed surrounding topics like family and emotions, 862

while male characters surround topics like politics and sports. 863

Similarly, Magee et al. [93] conduct a study to examine the 864

observation of intersectional bias in GPT-2 and GPT-NEO 865

text generation across three combined social categories of 866

gender, religion, and disability. The authors found that bias 867

exists at significant levels across three social categories. Con- 868

trolled, or targeted text generation, can also help in eliminat- 869

ing biases. For example, Dathathri et al. include a language 870

detoxification layer, trained on a toxicity dataset before gen- 871

erating text, to eliminate potential biases in the input prompts. 872

Understanding generated biases from large language models 873

like GPT-3, can help us avoid misconstrued and incorrect 874

story chains, or even narratives generated from singular 875

perspectives [28]. 876

In terms of eliminating bias when constructing narratives 877

(particularly, fragmented narratives), traditional research in 878

bias identification and mitigation can be employed when 879

chaining sources together into a constructed storyline. There 880

have been several research works conducted to first iden- 881

tifying bias, as well as mitigating bias. In recent years, 882

researchers have begun to report potential biased met- 883

rics across both language models and datasets [24], [44]. 884

In addition, other researchers have created standards for 885

evaluating model fairness [92], [123]. Transfomer-based lan- 886

guage models and multidimensional word embeddings have 887
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FIGURE 3. Models, resources, and results for teams participating in the 2017 story cloze shared task [102].

FIGURE 4. Example of story completion task for fragmented articles. [159].

been used to detect bias via cosine similarity of individ-888

ual tokens [52], [65], [84], [97], [139]. Another popular889

method for detecting bias is through sentiment analysis890

approaches [62], [68], [143]. Sentiment analysis has been891

found to provide a more broad measure for biases that do892

not directly relate to contextual meanings of words such as893

genders or roles, but rather the intersection of many social 894

influences [93]. 895

Despite the uses of computational methods to elimi- 896

nate bias across generated stories, it is also valuable to 897

create methods to eliminate bias across human annota- 898

tors who often evaluate generated or constructed narratives. 899
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Nguyen et al. [107] study the effects of idea and story gen-900

eration within groups vs individuals. Their study found that901

groups naturally eliminate personal bias by offering multiple902

interpretations of events. As a result, the groups were able903

to generate more comprehensive, complete, and unique sto-904

ries, in comparison to those created by singular individuals.905

Though there is significant effort in eliminating unintended906

bias across generating narratives, there are some narratives907

that are purposefully crafted to reach certain individuals or908

groups of individuals. There are several instances across909

social media where the use of online persuasion has caused910

a rise in targeted narratives across specific social groups,911

such as political parties. This phenomenon has been shown912

to cause group-think, and echo-chamber like behavior across913

various online communities [3].914

The most traditional form of using persuasion to target915

specific communities is through advertisements [29]. For916

example, Huang et al. [58] expand the concept of narrative917

transportation [35] to branded storytelling in social media,918

and study online brand advertisements through a narrative919

persuasion perspective. Similarly, Dey et al. demonstrate920

the role of crowdfunding campaigns in influencing indi-921

vidual opinion on stigmatized topics [30]. Brand to con-922

sumer relationship building such as these, fall under the923

categories of crowdsourcing and crowdfunding techniques,924

which allow brands to seek opinions, knowledge, ideas,925

and resources from groups of consumers. In this scenario,926

brands are purposefully allowing consumers to influence927

narratives surrounding their products. The crowdsourcing928

and echo chamber phenomena opens an interesting research929

area when considering user-centric constructed or generated930

narratives. A similar phenomenon is observed when con-931

sidering bias impacts on narratives surrounding news topics932

such as, social movements [3]. A possible future evaluation933

could be verifying the sources (either platforms or users) of934

narrative components, ensuring there is no group bias when935

training generative models, and eliminating an inconclusive936

chaining of fragmented sources to form a comprehensive937

narrative.938

In addition to eliminating bias, fact-checking is also a com-939

mon procedure when evaluating generated and constructed940

narratives.When considering online narratives, fact-checking941

of the input text is especially crucial due to the large pres-942

ence of bots, which have the potential of influencing online943

discourse and narrative development [23], [118]. Bots are944

often also part of campaigns that aid in spreading misinfor-945

mation [73]. There are several methods proposed to eval-946

uate the factual correctness of a given text. Hassan et al.947

developed ClaimBuster, a system that uses a combination948

of natural language processing and database query tech-949

niques to aid in the process of fact-checking [54]. The950

system monitors discourse across social media and online951

news sources, and matches factual claims to a repository952

of fact checks from human experts. Similarly, Shao et al953

develop Hoaxy, an extensible framework for locating online954

misinformation, and checking text correctness against 955

fact-checking databases [132]. 956

E. OPEN RESOURCES 957

There are several existing tools, ontologies, and datasets that 958

provide the ability to consistently extend, evaluate, and train 959

various types narrative understanding systems discussed in 960

this survey. An overview of the existing resources is displayed 961

in Table 3. The tools category describes software-based sys- 962

tems that can be leveraged by researchers to aid in annotation, 963

visualization, as well as data aggregation. One example of a 964

tool available to aid in narrative annotation tasks is Brat2Viz 965

[4]. The authors extend the standard BRAT rapid annota- 966

tion tool [140] to graphically represent narrative components 967

(actors, events, and times) as well as the semantic relation- 968

ships between the them. The visualization can aid human 969

analysts in maintaining ongoing, developing plots, as well 970

as, seek potentially new directions in existing plots. Similar 971

to annotation tools like Brat2Viz, there are other proposed 972

research works that aim to visually represent components 973

of a narrative in a user interface. One such example is by 974

Segel et al. who use hierarchical visualizations of online 975

data such as news articles, budget forecasts, and employment 976

rates [128]. 977

Apart from visual representation, there is a larger research 978

area that concentrates efforts on representing narratives 979

through formal structures such as data models and ontolo- 980

gies, with the goal of extending with existing pipelines that 981

leverage automated narrative analysis. Unlike ontologies, 982

data models do not represent generic domain semantics but 983

instead, represent schemas for fine-grained tasks. The goal 984

of a narrative-based data model is to provide a schema to 985

represent the format, structure and compositional features 986

of narratives [76]. Akimoto et al. formalize a hierarchical 987

framework that integrates chronological organization of enti- 988

ties, narrative events, and discourse within literary based 989

narratives [2]. Similar narrative representation schemas have 990

additionally been developed through language processing 991

techniques, like distributed word embeddings. Lee et al. 992

describe methods to create story representations to represent 993

relationships between characters, as well as their social roles 994

and thematic story elements [81]. 995

Data models can be integrated with general knowledge 996

ontologies for a diversity of applications and subtasks. 997

Tuffield et al. propose methods for extending a taxonomy 998

of characters, plots, and user-based narrative features into 999

an ontological format that represents chronological ordering 1000

of events, the stories that are fulfilled by the connection 1001

of the events, and the general narrative type [146]. Often, 1002

extensibility for narrative representations can be achieved 1003

through ontologies that model aspects of events themselves. 1004

For example, Segers et al. describe the Circumstantial Event 1005

Ontology (CEO), that builds upon an existing event ontol- 1006

ogy called the Event and Implied Situation Ontology (ESO) 1007

for capturing chains of calamity events in Newswire [129]. 1008
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Similar event ontologies include Linking Open Descriptions1009

of Events (LODE),6 Simple Event Model (SEM),7 Rich1010

Event Ontology (REO) [13] andComprehensive Event Ontol-1011

ogy (CEVO) [134]. One example of extending event classes1012

from event data models is exemplified by Shekarpour et al.,1013

where the authors describe methods to create sub-event1014

classes for specific news related event categories with the1015

goal of real-time extraction of events across fragmented news1016

sources [135].1017

In addition to data models and ontologies, training datasets1018

can be used to train AI-based systems to recognize narrative1019

elements. Several research efforts have developed narrative1020

datasets for construction and generation-based tasks, as well1021

as for benchmarking purposes. As discussed in Section III-B,1022

events and sequences of events are one of the primary com-1023

ponents that form all narratives. One example of a widely1024

used benchmark for Event Detection and Tracking (EDT),1025

Relation Detection and Characterization (RDC), and Event1026

Detection and Characterization (EDC) tasks is known as1027

Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) [31]. This dataset is1028

widely used in the narrative understanding community, for1029

subtasks related to events [88].1030

StoryDB is another benchmark example that focuses on1031

narrative understanding tasks. It is a large multilingual cor-1032

pus that contains about 21,000 stories in 42 different lan-1033

guages [144]. Examples of applications that can leverage1034

StoryDB include cross-cultural research for narrative struc-1035

ture, classification of narrative types, summarization of a nar-1036

rative, and end-to-end narrative generation. Though StoryDB1037

is an example of a large and general corpus of text that1038

represents stories across various languages, cultures, and top-1039

ics, there also exist niche datasets that concentrate efforts1040

on sub-fields within the narrative understanding domain.1041

One such example is the Literature Summary and Char-1042

acter Understanding (LiSCU) dataset, which is a corpus1043

of literary summaries paired with descriptions of charac-1044

ters appearing in the summaries [12]. This dataset can be1045

used for downstream tasks that involve forming opinions1046

on characters throughout a narrative. The authors test the1047

dataset with a character description generation task, to evalu-1048

ate the character-centric understanding of narratives. Addi-1049

tional niche narrative datasets include CompRes, a dataset1050

for narrative structure in news [83], and CONAN, a mul-1051

tilingual text dataset of hate speech and counter-narrative1052

pairs [37]. In addition to textual narrative datasets, there is1053

also an emergence of visual storytelling datasets such as1054

Visual Story Dataset (VIST), that models unique photos in1055

narrative sequences, aligned to descriptions of the photos in1056

sequence, as well as individually [59].1057

V. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS1058

Thus far, we have reviewed definitions and types of differ-1059

ent narratives, primary components of universal narratives,1060

6https://linkedevents.org/ontology/
7https://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/2009/11/sem/

as well as several research areas that can be used to con- 1061

struct, generate, and evaluate narratives. These research areas 1062

include many open challenges, and potential for ongoing 1063

improvements. As shown in Table 3, there are a multitude 1064

of limitations associated with each current research area. 1065

At a general level, primary limitations surround gaps in 1066

generalizability, logical coherence, implementation of bias 1067

measures, and resource constraints. This section will briefly 1068

review the primary limitations for each research area and 1069

present potential future tasks that could lead to continuing 1070

progress. 1071

A. NARRATIVE EXTRACTION 1072

Given the many types of narratives, as well as diversity of 1073

potential entities and semantic relationships that compose 1074

differing narratives, in Section IV-A, we have seen that a 1075

number of methods used for narrative extraction are typically 1076

based on targeted inputs for narrative-type specific tasks. The 1077

major limitation for narrative extraction areas is the chal- 1078

lenge for generalizability. Many of these methods, whether 1079

concerning detection and extraction of events and semantic 1080

relationships, or creating narrative representation languages, 1081

are based on targeted inputs, and cannot be applied tomultiple 1082

domains easily. For example, the narrative representation 1083

language for a fantasy novel will likely not be backwards 1084

compatible to a representation language of a strategic news- 1085

based narrative. Similarly, events and semantic relationships 1086

in free-text can differ tremendously depending on the domain. 1087

More discussion on domain-specific studies for event detec- 1088

tion and relationship extraction is described more thor- 1089

oughly in Section IV-A. However, creating domain-specific 1090

datasets for novel narrative problems can be labor intensive 1091

and costly. A future research area can work towards creat- 1092

ing generalizable representations that fit multiple narrative 1093

types. 1094

One of the greatest challenges in narrative understanding 1095

tasks is integrating domain-agnostic, commonsense knowl- 1096

edge for global interpretation of a variety of narrative events. 1097

Generalizability can produce many benefits, such as decreas- 1098

ing human intensive narrative extraction tasks, and pro- 1099

viding reference models for story chain-based information 1100

flow. 1101

Achieving generalizability is expected for innovation 1102

across the major narrative understanding tasks discussed in 1103

this survey. Both general and domain-specific texts can ben- 1104

efit from models that have the ability to automatically and 1105

accurately chain events into event chains. Narratives that 1106

concern colloquial events such as news stories, and per- 1107

sonal occurrences, can more easily generalize in comparison 1108

to domain-specific events due to the sparsity of available 1109

domain-specific narrative training. In addition, there is no 1110

current research in developing cross-domain methods for 1111

extracting narrative components, apart from methods that 1112

chain and generate stories based on general domain narratives 1113

samples derived from datasets like ROCStories [101]. More 1114

information on ROCStories can be found in Section IV-B. 1115
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TABLE 3. Computational understanding of narratives: Current research and open challenges.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Computational understanding of narratives: Current research and open challenges.

One approach to achieving cross-domain narrative gener-1116

alizability is the development of intermediate tasks that map1117

domain-specific components to general narrative schemata.1118

In this way, we can potentially apply general narrative tasks1119

to domain-specific texts. One approach is integrating general1120

plot-based elements (Table 2) across subject matters, allow-1121

ing for narrative schemata domain transfer learning capabili-1122

ties. For example, the vocabulary used to describe the climax1123

of a fantasy novel will likely be different than the climax1124

vocabulary of an article describing the severity of a virus 1125

variant. However, using the contextual meaning of the climax 1126

(occurrence of the major event of the story) can help iden- 1127

tify and compare examples of plot elements across different 1128

domains. To achieve this, we can first gather examples for 1129

each plot element across multiple domains and apply them 1130

as training data for cross-domain schema learning tasks. The 1131

primary associated task involves investigating methods that 1132

allow unsupervised natural language models to recognize 1133
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similarities and differences across examples for each plot1134

element and evaluating the model on unseen domains [110].1135

B. STORY EVOLUTION1136

As discussed previously in Section IV-B, creating story-1137

chains, or sequences of events that constitute a given nar-1138

rative, are largely based on temporal features such as1139

time-stamps and dates. Though these methods have proven1140

to be useful for tasks that involve a strict layout of events1141

that lead from a starting point to a particular outcome (pre-1142

determined plots, or factual sets of sequenced events). How-1143

ever, when considering research areas that aim to locate1144

real-time, developing narratives across fragmented sources,1145

event ordering does not necessarily only develop chrono-1146

logically, but also can be influenced by socialization factors1147

such as peaks in online conversation surrounding specific1148

topics, updated information and additional evidences, as well1149

as user bias. Future research areas can potentially explore1150

such socialization factors when constructing the ordering of1151

events.1152

C. NARRATIVE GENERATION1153

The lack of logical coherence in generated text presents a1154

large research gap in text and narrative generation tasks.1155

This leads to methods such as structural and goal-oriented1156

text generation, which have additional limitations such as1157

difficulty in handling complex sequences, unreadable output,1158

and content repetition. While state-of-the-art large language1159

models are better at handling complex text and can generate1160

linguistically accurate text, the central limitation is the lack1161

of logical reasoning during generation. There are several1162

ongoing research projects that explore grounding state-of-1163

the-art language models with knowledge representations to1164

output targeted text [48], [63], [148].1165

D. EVALUATION1166

Though there are several narrative construction and gener-1167

ation methods already developed and in-progress, there is1168

a lack of consistent baselines used to measure the accu-1169

racy, fluency, and reputability of such methods. Primary1170

limitations surrounding evaluations include low variety of1171

community-wide baselines and increasing gaps in studying1172

bias and profiling when constructing or generating narratives.1173

Future work can include design, testing, and construction1174

of training datasets and baselines for both text generation1175

and construction-based tasks. Research to include bias mea-1176

sures when creating training datasets and baselines is also an1177

ongoing and essential research task.1178

E. OPEN RESOURCES1179

As discussed previously, many of the narrative-based1180

ontologies, data models, and datasets available openly are1181

domain-specific to particular types of narratives. Developing1182

methods toward generalizing the representation of narrative1183

structures is a large research opportunity. In addition to1184

creating more datasets, data models, and ontologies, there1185

are also numerous opportunities for creating additional data 1186

visualization tools to illustrate the components of narratives 1187

and temporal aspects of narrative events to human analysts. 1188

Though the use of computational methods can augment narra- 1189

tive analysis, the goal is not to remove human analysts from 1190

the pipeline and replace them with computational systems. 1191

Rather, a large goal is to use computational systems to bet- 1192

ter represent and provide consumable and relevant data for 1193

human analysts. 1194

VI. CONCLUSION 1195

The novel contribution of this paper is the collation and docu- 1196

mentation of narrative understanding methods and challenges 1197

associated with narrative construction, generation, represen- 1198

tation, and evaluation tasks, as well as universal definitions 1199

for different types of narratives, and the common compo- 1200

nents that compose them. There is no other resource to our 1201

knowledge that provides an overview the above topics in 1202

formal documentation. While we have reviewed the narrative 1203

understanding literature extensively and provided a hierarchy 1204

of primary research areas (Figure 2), there are still some 1205

topics that have not been addressed by the current literature 1206

and will require community-wide research, engineering col- 1207

laboration to address. These challenges are documented in 1208

Table 3 and Section V. Our goal is to provide the narrative 1209

understanding community with this document to archetype 1210

current research areas, challenges, and potential avenues for 1211

innovation. 1212
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